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The Center for Research in Informatics, Sciences, and
Engineering (RISE) hosted distinguished Nobel laureate
Sir Richard Roberts as part of the RISE Lecture Series at

the American University of Kuwait (AUK) on April 2. Sir
Richard Rober ts,  1993 winner of the Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine, spoke about his success and how he
became interested in science at his talk “The Path to the
Nobel Prize”. The talk was organized in collaboration with the
Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences (KFAS).

RISE is AUK’s primary source for research and develop-
ment activities, a bridge to industry and a platform for
community outreach. The RISE Lecture Series seeks to bring
local and international experts from a wide variety of disci-
plines to give talks and workshops at AUK. Dr Rawda
Awwad, Dean of the College of Arts & Sciences, introduced
Sir Roberts to the attendees and explained why the lecture
was both; timely and important. “His presentation comes at
a time when knowledge - the acquisition and the creation
of new bodies of knowledge - is vital for our communal,
regional, and global growth; for progress and constructive
change,” she said.

Sir Roberts spoke to the audience about his early involve-
ment with science and how he became interested in science
and problem solving, including his fateful discovery of the
book The Thread of Life: An Introduction to Molecular
Biology by John Kendrew - the book that would inspire his
Nobel Prize-winning work. He emphasized the value of hard
work, but also the role of luck in a successful career; Sir
Roberts believes he owes much of his scientific success to
“doing the right experiments at the right time.”  

The lecture walked the audience through Sir Roberts’ life,
from early childhood to his research today at New England
Biolabs. In the question and answer session following the
lecture, Sir Roberts encouraged the students in the audience
to find their passion and follow it, no matter what others
may say, and to look at failure as a doorway to discovery. He
also stressed that innovation should be shared in the scien-
tific community. “I want to make that discovery, but I would

be equally happy if any one of you did,” he added.  Sir
Roberts is currently studying methylation in bacteria and
using his scientific expertise for a variety of humanitarian
projects. 

Dr Amir Zeid, Director of RISE, expressed the level of
importance the lecture carries for RISE. “The lecture of Sir
Richard is the highlight of the RISE international lecture
series for the academic year 2014-2015. I am pleased to see
such a diverse audience engagement in a positive way.
Among the audience we had people from different private
universities, Kuwait University, schools and general public.
We are looking forward to have similar events and collabora-
tion with other research institutes in the future.”

Sir Richard Roberts is the winner of the 1993 Nobel Prize
in Physiology or Medicine (with Phillip Sharp) for his ground-
breaking discovery of split genes. Roberts was also instru-
mental in isolating most of the world’s first known restriction
enzymes. As a pioneer in this field, requests for lists of these
enzymes came flooding in, eventually leading to the forma-
tion of a database named REBASE (Restriction Enzyme
dataBASE), containing a listing of not only all the restriction-
modification enzyme systems, but also the genes encoding
these.

Sir  Richard was educated in chemistr y at Shefield
University and molecular biology at Harvard University. He
worked for 20 years at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory where

his group discovered RNA splicing for which he was awarded
the Nobel Prize in 1993. In 1992 he moved to New England
Biolabs as Director of eukaryotic research before becoming
Chief Scientific officer in 2005. He has had a long-standing
interest in bioinformatics, which most recently had been
applied to his research on restriction enzymes.

The AUK Center for Research in Informatics, Sciences, and
Engineering (RISE) serves as AUK’s primary source for multi-
disciplinary research and development (R&D) activities. The
Center employs a holistic approach to R&D by integrating
academic disciplines, and forging connections between local
& international innovators, academia & industry, and tech-
nology & society.
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American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), Kuwait
Chapter is a premier voluntary, non-profit making Health,
Safety and Environmental organization, which strives to

provide professional guidance, training, consultancy and
resources to the industrial and social sectors in the region.

As a part of continuous efforts in its professional journey,
ASSE Kuwait Chapter is organizing a Professional Development
Conference on 9th -10thDecember 2015 at Radisson Blu Hotel. 

The conference with the Theme “Sharing Experience to
Enhance the HSSE Culture”.

The various Topics which will be discussed in the Professional
Development Conference are

* Occupational Health & Industrial Hygiene 
* Process Safety
* Personal Safety
* Fire Safety
* Environmental Engineering & Management 
* Loss Prevention
* Industrial Security 
* Behavior Based Safety (BBS)
* Ergonomics
* Journey Management
Managers, Team Leaders, Consultants, Specialists, Engineers,

Physicians, Coordinators and Inspectors & Supervisors from the
following disciplines can attend the conference: 

On 8th April 2015 in a Technical Meet organized at Kuwait Oil
Company Hubara Assembly Hall,  Ahmadi, Kuwait the
Professional Development Conference 2015 call for papers
brochure was released.

Technical and E-poster presentations for the conference will
be selected from the abstract submission to the conference
Organising Committee.

The last day for the submission of Abstract will be 30th June

2015. The notification and acceptance of abstract will be done
by1st of August 2015.The last day for submission of Final Paper
or e-poster will be 15thSeptember 2015

The event started with the welcome address by the ASSE
Kuwait Chapter Act. President Sampath Reddy and the Chapter
Act Secretary and Treasurer  Dinesh Dutta controlled the pro-
ceedings. ASSE Kuwait Chapter Chairman  Fadhel Al Ali gave the
felicitation speech.

Vasudevan, Director for PDC 2015 briefed on the introduc-
tion of the Professional Development Conference.

Later the call for papers Brochures for the Professional
Development Conference 2015 was released by the chief guests
Ahmad Abbas Manager HSE - Kuwait Oil Company (KOC) and Ali

Kshawae, Manager HSE - Kuwait National Petroleum Company
(KNPC) along with ASSE Kuwait Chapter Chairman Fadhel Al Ali.

Ahmad Abbas Manager HSE - Kuwait Oil Company (KOC) in
his address has appreciated the initiatives and leadership of
ASSE Kuwait chapter for their outstanding efforts in organizing
such programs.

Ali Al Kshawe Manager HSE - Kuwait National Petroleum
Company (KNPC) stressed that he will extend his support to
bring all new safety professionals into ASSE.

Vasudevan thanked Ahmad Abbas Manager HSE - Kuwait Oil
Company (KOC) and  Ali Kshawae, Manager HSE - Kuwait
National Petroleum Company (KNPC) for their presence and also
thanked the attendees and committee heads for their support.

ASSE to hold Professional 

Development Conference 2015 

Guided Tour:

Rajab Museum

The museum houses an exten-
sive collection of artefacts from
the Islamic World. Galleries

include ceramics, metalwork, manu-
scripts, textiles, and jewelry dating
back to the 7th century. Join us for
an enriching experience. Wednesday,
April 22 @ 5:30pm.

Greetings

Happy birthday to my darling son
Richard Rajesh D’Sa. May God give
you long and happy life. Best wish-
es from your loving mum, relatives
and friends.


